Supplies:

- **Stamp Sets** – Curvy Christmas (155364)
- **Card Stock** – Shaded Spruce (146981); Whisper White (100730)
- **Stamp Pads** – Shaded Spruce (147088)
- **Misc.** – Classic Christmas Designer Series Paper (DSP) (155969); Curvy Dies (154319); Stitched So Sweetly Dies (151690); Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels (146924); ¼” Crinkled Seam Binding Ribbon (151326); Shaded Spruce Stampin’ Blends (154903); Stampin' Dimensionals (104430); Stampin’ Seal (152813)

Measurements:

- Shaded Spruce – 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”
- Whisper White – 2 pieces – 4” x 5 1/4”
- Whisper White – 1 1/4” x 2 1/4” – die cut small scallop stitched rectangle using Stitched so Sweetly dies
- Classic Christmas DSP – 3 7/8” x 5 1/8”
- Crinkled Ribbon – 10”

Instructions:
• Fold Shaded Spruce in half on score line
• Die cut the DSP with the dotted Curvy Die – the smooth cut is towards the larger DSP area – the dotted edge is on the narrower edge
• Stamp greeting with Shaded Spruce on Whisper White scallop stitched rectangle
• Lay larger DSP on one of the Whisper White pieces and stamp the pine boughs with Shaded Spruce, following the curve of the DSP
• Color ribbon with Dark Shaded Spruce Stampin’ Blend – let dry – tie bow or use ‘bow pants’
• Wrap bow ends to back of DSP and glue down or tape
• Adhere DSP to stamped Whisper White
• Adhere to card front
• Attach greeting with Dimensionals
• Add Red Rhinestones to pine boughs
• Adhere smaller DSP to other Whisper White on the right side
• Adhere to inside of card
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